
Florida

Florida State Motto Declarations: In God you do indeed trust.

Words for Florida

STYOR 2009
Chuck (interpretation of tongues) – “For I say My sword will begin to turn up the ground of Florida.  I will
show you trading violations from St. Augustine in through Pensacola that set a course for this nation.
Watch the cities of San Francisco.  Watch the city of Houston.  Watch the city called Kansas City     Watch
the city called Salt Lake City.  Watch Reno for these will be cities that will be the beginning of 10 that I
will change.   Florida will begin to feel My kick going into these next 10 years.  From the kick of My  foot,
it will be seen that Florida now is beginning to move forward in ways where it was stymied.  Know that
cities will now begin to change in ways that My people have asked for Me to change them.  There will be
supernatural inroads of change that I produce beginning now.”

11-20-15
The keys have fallen into the hand of evil, the Florida Keys. The keys will shift back under the blood of
Jesus.  

6-22-14
Chuck Pierce: All you have to do anybody else would have gone and said we’ll just get us a hotel

room we’ll stay in Miami. God said you stand at this door till you get through because you’re gonna

end up in Southern Georgia and you’re gonna deal with this head of this snake that’s trying to take

over the East Coast.

God showed it to me in May 2008 He said you’re gonna get up there because that’s where they

can stop the Movement of the enemy. And the Lord said you need to get; your call is to get to the top

of Florida and to the bottom of Georgia and tell the snake its coming no forward!

8-26-12
Anne Tate: I’ve got a word for Florida this morning. And the Lord says don’t go back looking for an old

key because even now I am reforming the keys of Florida.  And you need a new key that is being

formed in the atmosphere.  You need a key that is formed in the atmosphere of adversity.  I am



creating a key that will unlock and dissemble a structure that is there, reach up and receive the key

that only I can form and with only the authority that I can give says the Lord.

7-1-12
Barbara Wentroble – To those in the Midwest and Florida where there has been so much destruction
these last several days.  I sense the Spirit of God saying, “This is an hour where some suddenlies have
come upon you that you did not expect.  The suddenlies have brought some devastation.  But I say this is
an hour where I am going to suddenly appear in the midst of your devastation.  I am suddenly going to
appear in the midst of your destruction.  I am going to cause a rebuilding process that is going to take
place.  I am going to loose an apostolic rebuilding.  Where that that had been built on tradition and
religious spirits, no longer will that be part of you.  I am going to rebuild.  I am causing a blueprint from
heaven to come down.  I am loosing the building plan for the future.  Suddenly I am going to show up.
Suddenly I am going to change some old religious minds.  Suddenly I am going to break the spirit of
poverty off of you.  You are going to arise and you are going to build that that I have built in heaven.  It is
time that I shall cause it to manifest in the earth.”

5-26-12
Chuck Pierce:  Now Father we say in Florida and Lord across the East Coast from Florida up through

Virginia we say there’s a new awakening coming.  Father we decree that a shaking is coming and

Father we thank You right now for how that’s going to redo the economy of America.  Father we thank

You right now that there’s a shift and a move.  And Father even children will be able to; will be caught

up in this wave in a whole new way.

Father we thank You now and we release from Israel the dream that will shift the Atlantic coast of
America. Father we say in Florida Lord where many Jewish people are we say right now there will be
an awaking all across the state of Florida in Jesus name.

5-10-12
Chuck: And I say to you unusual weather patterns will arise in the South.  So I say watch the southern

tips, the southern tip of Florida, the southern tip of Texas, and the southern tip of California, the

southern portion of the Hawaiian Islands.  I say watch the southern most parts of this land.  And I say

from Mexico unusual patterns will sweep the nation for there will be a shaking in the land and a

shaking in the heavens.  And I say to you because of that know My wing is waving over these areas

and if you will watch My wing wave even over the Keys of Florida you will say it is time for My Spirit to



unlock these regions.  I say to you I long to unlock the regions of the South so I will send unusual

weather patterns as signs for the unlocking.

10-16-09
Chuck - I have a prayer for our nation.  Lord, surround Ohio until the ladder is built fully.  The Lord says, “I
have chosen that place.  You watch the shafts of light that appear over that state.  It will be a sign of
heaven’s changing.   There will be teams coming and going, coming and going to assist with you.  I am
mobilizing an army to assist you between now and the time of opening up.  Then I say I will move from
Ohio to Florida.  I will begin to take an anointing and open up a realm in Florida so that you see the
trafficking of evil that is in your midst.  Then I will move from Florida and I will show you the root in
Georgia that I’m going to pluck up and I will then re-seed My root.   Then I will begin to go north and
uncover some riches that have been held that will astound this nation.  I say black feet will dance upon
the land.  Black feet will dance upon the land.”

Chuck Pierce May, 2006

Jacksonville, FL (Dutch Sheets’ National Governmental Prayer Alliance)

Chuck starts by thanking God for people from several states.

Joann from Tallahassee. I was in and out of the Tallahassee during both key election times, especially in

the year 2000. And in 1999 being in West Palm Beach, FL and making a decree that said all eyes would be

upon this state, you know, you just see God moving here.

… Vermont, that’s another state that’s awakening.

…South Carolina… let’s thank God for SC. It’s shifting. It was one of our hardest states during the 50

state tour, but it is a state that has made one of the greatest progresses since then. …by 2008 SC will be

really moving… we’ll hear about SC, so you guys keep moving there. So, it’s just a blessing to be able to

be here.

Now, let me share what I saw.

When Brent (Dutch’s worship leader) was speaking in tongues and leading us in …

You know, we’ve lost this in the church and we’ve got to move back to one of the most important, a key

gift. You know, God tells us to desire to prophesy. He tells us that should be a desire for us. It should be

an emotional thing that we have in us that we want to prophesy. Out of love we should want to speak

forth what God is saying. I mean, that’s something wrong if we don’t. But, why hell hates tongues is

because, and I’m not a big tonguer. I mean to be real honest, you know, I mean, I’m just not. I have to

remind myself to pray in tongues and pray in the Spirit. I don’t know that I’ve ever given a tongues

message in church. I don’t know that I’ve ever done that. I mean, isn’t that wild as wild and crazy as I

am? But I have the other gift of interpretation. And when you have the gift of interpretation and you

don’t have tongues, your gift doesn’t work right. See? And so, I’ve always prayed for all the tonguers, you

know, I mean they’ve got to move their gifts or else mine doesn’t get to work right, or else I labor to



make mine work. See? And we’ve forgotten that in the church. And I’m not just talking about praying in

the Spirit, I’m actually taking about tongues message. Because why hell hates it so much… see when a

tongues message comes down corporately, and it is a real tongues message for the Body of Christ at a

certain moment in time, and the gift of interpretation is present, all of a sudden you have a direct word

for that moment from heaven that God is bringing us. That’s why hell hates it. It doesn’t want that to

happen. Hell doesn’t want us to see the snake coiled around the center of Florida.

And really, what the tongues message, what you were saying, (you’ve got a gift of tongues; you need to

use it more often) what the Lord was saying when Brent was speaking in it, He said, “The ship that I am

ready to bring in to land in FL,” and I saw it off the coast when he began to speak, “cannot come to

port because of the constriction that is holding in place certain..” and let me tell you what this

constriction look like, it’s an occult type of spirit that is linked with money that is… See, when a

python constricts you - You can just look at the news in Florida, I mean the alligators are eating

everybody down here, you know. I mean, it made me nervous about even coming, you know,

especially when you’ve got a little meat on your bones, you know.

That should just tell you, you need to look at things like that and say, “Now why is there sharks

surrounding Florida, why are the alligators coming on land and eating people? Now there’s something

wrong with that, people. You don‘t have to be a spiritual giant to try to figure out something’s wrong

here. And that says - alligators and crocodiles are always linked with that Leviathan structure in the

Word of God – and that just says Leviathan is working in Florida. And all the nation knows that if

they’ve got any sense; if they’ve ever read their Bible, which most of them haven’t. But if you’ve read

your Bible you know, Leviathan is working in Florida.

Now what Pythos does, now I actually saw this, this thing was wrapped around that middle portion of

Florida, and my brother here told me that’s where three of those hurricanes came right across. Yeah,

it’s probably the womb, that’s probably right. And what is does – actually that is how I saw it - and

when it’s wrapped around there, what it’s going to do - Pythos constricts. But Biblically Pythos is

always linked with religion and money. Its lust and divination work together, and they’re held in place

through a financial system that is working in a way that is controlling. Now, when a python wraps

around you, it – I studied python. I had one kid – you know when you’ve got six kids, one of them is

always doing something. Maybe none of you all’s do, but I’ve had six, 5 boys. (yeah, I need a handclap for

that one). But Daniel always had to have a snake with him. I said, “Why not a puppy? Why not something

that’s warm and sweet? But it was always a snake – since he was a little kid. We had to keep him from

just catching every snake, even the kind that rattles on the end. He just was fascinated; he knows more

about them than anything. And he started doing taxidermy when he was 12, and he would stuff these

snakes and sell them, you know. He actually, I don’t want to get off on this, but he actually went hunting

and brought home 8 rattlesnakes and this thing. And I said, “God, help me here, help me, please.” The

bad thing came when he brought the python – you can read about this in Protecting Your Home From

Spiritual Darkness. I was getting ready to go to Turkey - Peter and I were leading that thing in Turkey for

the 10-40 window with the Queen of Heaven. And Daniel brings home the most beautiful animal he’s

ever bought. He’s been working and he brings home this 12 foot long python. …Yeah, that’s sort of how

I felt. He said, “Look how beautiful this thing is!” We stayed one night with that thing, and I got up the

next morning, and I was actually in tears. I was upstairs and I called him up and I said, “I can’t live with



this; I just can’t live with it. I’ve tolerated this for 12, 15 years now, snakes and lizards and frogs and all

this, but this one will eat Ethan during the night. I cannot, I cannot live with this. I’ll go with you and take

it back.” I actually was very glad when this kid moved out and got his own apartment. He really had this

beautiful snake in the corner of his apartment. It got time for him to buy a home, and everything was

moving right, and it just stopped on him. He couldn’t buy this house. And I said, “Well, maybe you’ve got

something in your place that you’re living that God doesn’t want to transfer over into your new place.”

He said, “Well what could that be?” I said, “Well, maybe it’s that snake over in the corner. First of all,

you’re in law enforcement, and that snake is an illegal snake. That’s lawless.” He said, “You know, you just

find something wrong with everything.” I said, “I’m sure I do, and I’m sure I could if I really tried. But

there’s something wrong. You just ask the Lord.” That’s what I told him. Brian and I were sitting, we were

writing one of these books, and he (Daniel) came back in the next day and he laid his hands on the table

and he said, “You prayed my snake dead. My snake died overnight.” I said, “I am so sorry. Why would you

think I have ‘prayed’ your snake dead?” He said, “Dad, I know you.”

Well, that’s the same way I feel about Florida when I leave here this afternoon. That thing wrapped

around the middle needs to die. Now hear me; it just needs to die on you. Or else – what it does - see

those Python spirits they move organs out of their normal place. In other words, they’re going to

squeeze in a way that pushes the liver into a place that it doesn’t belong. See. So you’ve got a

constriction going on there and it’s actually affecting Tallahassee. That’s where your problems are

coming from, it’s coming out of that area. Somebody just needs to come in and tell you, and you can

protect me from the alligators until I get out of here. There is something around that center portion

there. It is a divining spirit, there is a witchcraft band that is around that center portion that is

stopping that which God is ready to blow in on this state. Now I’m telling you if you don’t go there and

deal with that spirit and command it to let go and pray, it’s going to take you three weeks to pray

through that thing so that it is heard in the news what was found out in that area and how it was

affecting the government of this state – it has been found out – when that comes on the news, you

have broken something and the wind of the Spirit will begin to flow up and down this state.

Now, that’s important to see that, and it is linked with money; it’s linked with some structure that’s

kicking finances into a place that is - that’s why no one wants to deal with it right. And so we’re going

to ask God, when you leave here you’ll find the right time, it’ll probably be right after Pentecost, mid

June or something like that, for 21 days to deal with that structure in the middle of this state. And

you’re going to see something break open. All of a sudden it came to me we’re going to Orlando to do

that conference - (warfare 7-06) you need to deal with it three weeks before we get there. And it is so

peculiar that God chose FL for the international spiritual warfare conference this year. I’m telling you,

God’s looking at this place right now, and I am so glad that you invited me. We haven’t done this enough

since that 50 state tour. We haven’t come into the right place and said, “Here’s the problem of what’s

stopping us from moving forward.” I’m telling you if we’re going to see this nation shift, we’re going to

have to get a strategy to do that because I feel like you’re getting it here. Now we go to some places and

I feel like they have wood in their brain. You know, they can’t get it. But you are getting it here. There’s

enough of you here that’s going to see this change. Now, it’s important that it shift in Florida, it’ll shift

off the whole nation, because what’s coming out of Florida, I might as well just say it all, what’s



coming out of Florida, here, that’s constricting things, is affecting the central headquarters of this

nation.

Now, Lord, we decree right now, this thing’s going to let go, and that Leviathan spirit that is laying low,

we say, “Come on the banks!” Anytime God brings it up into your place where you can see it, it is

already yours and under your feet! Now, I’m telling you, God’s doing something here.

Now, that’s sort of what I see. It’s important that we see that. And it was like the ship was stilled,

when you were praying in tongues, the ship was stilled out offshore, and it couldn’t come onshore,

and the Lord said, “It is stilled until my people create an adverse wind against the enemy. When they

do, it will cause the wind and they cause the enemy to let go of the land. I’ll bring onto shore what

needs to sweep up and down this entire state. It is so key here. It’s going to affect South Carolina; it’s

going to affect all of this east coast here.

I want to go ahead and say I believe that if we deal with this right, you’re going to see the wind shift

toward the north. (You’d better write that one down. If I’d had as many hurricanes as you, I would

want the wind to shift toward the north.) You’re going to see the wind shift toward the north. It will be

a sign for you that the hurricanes are not coming onto land here. Because all those hurricanes are

trying to do is expose this thing across the middle, and you’re looking at it in the natural instead of the

Spirit.

And so, this year, by September, [2006] you want to see a different structure happening here. You want

to see a totally different shift across this state, and it’ll be a sign through the winds this year coming

toward Florida. We want to see the wind shift away from Florida this year. Now that was something and

let me explain that. You want to see the wind shift away, now let’s get this prophetically, from Florida.

And I actually mean hurricanes not hitting you. Now if you want hurricanes to hit you, just stand up and

say, “Come on.” I don’t know what else to say. But if you want them to shift away from you over these

next 7 months it’s very key that the wind shifts. Now that’s what God is trying to put together here last

night and this morning. It will be a sign to this state and a sign to this nation if the winds shift away from

Florida. And then what will happen at the end of the 7th month is the wind of the Spirit will begin to blow

into Florida. And you’ll start seeing, all of a sudden will start hearing how God is visiting certain groups

in these 7 cities, which you guys would know what those 7 cities are. I do believe one of them is

Gainesville. And I do believe that. That was so key when we saw that happened with the national

championship in basketball. God said, “I’ll show you who I’m favoring.” You can’t win a national

championship without having some favor. You can’t just do it out of strength. So one of those cities is

Gainesville; I believe one is Jacksonville. Now I don’t… you’ll have to see the others.

Now, let’s move forward this morning.  Understanding times and seasons is key to victory.

When God Speaks and God’s Now Time. How to war with God’s prophetic word. In these meetings hear

and listen to everything because they will be your weapons of war for the next season.

Prayers That Outwit the Enemy also necessary to learn how to confront the enemy.



“Finales and Futures – Braving Storms’ Waves” Aaron Smith - important song for next 2 years.

We’ve experienced Renewal and touches of Revival, but we’re headed into an Awakening. It will be

necessary to restructure our government and this nation.

When we went to war we confronted a Babylonian spirit. We were to do that. But we have not done is

understand that spirit, and it’s now bringing a demise upon this land. That must shift over this next 7

months or else we will lose. Not defeated by Iraq, but defeated by Babylon. We don’t want that reproach

upon us as a nation. We cannot win that war through the flesh; it is a spiritual dynamic. We don’t

understand that spiritual dynamic that’s controlling us. There must be structures in this state that could

overthrow this spirit and must be structures in this state that are in agreement with this spirit also.

Notice how Key West shifted at the turn of Rosh Hoshannah. One state that has a sovereign move linked

with the Jewish Hebraic year is Florida. Look at key places that are linked with God’s Hebraic timetable in

our nation. On Yom Kippur, Ivan hit, then Jean hit, on key days. They would circle around during a time of

the season of coming full circle.

Florida is a sovereign Key State!!!!!! We must overturn by next year what happened in 1947. If we

don’t then in this 7 year war season, if we don’t overturn it, it strengthens 7 times. We’ve got two

years ahead of us that we need strength and joy is our strength. We either shift up or we go down, no

staying the same.

1994 the Keys were the Keys, God said. If you can see that ship, you need to start right there and come

up from there and when you hit Orlando, set a fire of God. It’s the only thing that can cause that

pythos spirit to go limp and let go. Stake the place and say that the fire of God is coming in here.

The next 3 years (2 1/2) we must see awakening come. (2006-2009) Rouse up, break off a spirit of
slumber. Come out of mental or spiritual passivity. It’s the worst demon we can fall into.

7-16

When we were in Tallahassee, FL this July, the Spirit of God fell on Dr Pierce and he gave this word:

"The Spirit of God is starting to bring down revelation on top of us. And it is very important that we grab

hold of this. This is why we have gathered. I told Dutch when we walked in God is saying something, but I

am having a hard time grabbing it, but when you got us to that place [in worship] all of the sudden, I

could see the word that was written across Florida. And the Lord said that the word for this state is

SURGE! He said watch the signs are coming. And there will be SURGES on both sides of the state. And I

say that will be a sign because the enemy is trying to find a narrow way in through this state to affect an

entire nation, but I brought you together tonight to create a SURGE in the atmosphere. And I say the

SURGE will be like a light that shines down and when the enemy comes in by night trying to enter in to

move up in the land trying to create a strategy, he will be exposed. You will hear of him being exposed

throughout this nation. And I say to Tallahassee, I have called you into a new place. I say I have called you

together. I’ve called you to secure the entryway in from this state into an entire nation. And I say to you,

you will begin to worship while the enemy is creating conflicts throughout the university systems of this



state. But I say to you tonight, I am drawing you together to create a SURGE in the heaven and where

darkness is trying to enter in, you will create such a SURGE that my glory will come in and overtake the

state."

2-1-19
Chuck Pierce: 3 weeks ago, I saw Florida shift. You can’t say it if you cannot see it. Florida is shifting over.

7-23-18 Mt. Scott, Lawton OK
Chuck Pierce: Now Father we want your covenant all the way from Maine to New York, all the way in

Alaska, across this land into San Diego, into Brownsville, Texas, Father we say all the points of this Earth

into the keys of key West Florida there is an unlocking from this mountain going on because this

mountain was dedicated nationally over this land and we say now there is an unlocking occurring in

Jesus’ name.

1-19-14

Chuck Pierce: Florida is a forerunner state. The door (Ayin Dalet) gives us access to heaven ; a door of

HOPE. We go into heavenly realm and ask GOD about things and pull down that blessing,, YOU HAVE

DIVINE ACCESS this season. its about breaking forth! ITS TIME for powers to fall!! POWERS and

PRINCIPALITIES we will speak to them and they will not continue to rule over this state!! JOSHUA 7

HOSEA 2

Dutch Sheets: YOU SAID FLORIDA would be visited again LORD!! and you said LORD this region over the

next 18 months will have an outpouring that will reach the nation!! GOD you said the cities where the

power of iniquity is working in , you would break it!!

 

CHUCK Pierce -- I AM BRINGING that sound INTO THIS REGION tonight, I AM SAYING to this Seminole

state and SEMINOLE people, called the wild ones, you will join hands together and blend cultures

together and when the enemy tries to war amongst the culture in MIAMI, the Seminoles no longer will

have that past identity and I will rename this people a leader of trade & prosperity ...I have brought

ancient sound in to dig up & uproot and cause the Seminoles to be free/ a new identity to rise up... I

HAVE ENCAMPED IN TAMPA and TAMPA BAY and what was desolate will now come alive in ME!!! THE

FIRESTICK of FLORIDA will NOW light up again!!! TAMPA means FIRESTICK!!! LIGHTEN

UPPPPPPPPPPPPPP

JEFF JANSEN PROPHECY --- at Global Fire Church, Vero Beach, FL on June 6, 2014, PENTECOST weekend!

FATHER'S DAY too!! Prophetic supernatural encounter. Jeff was in his hotel room and heard the 3 knocks

at his door! Rev 3:20 In the Spirit!! at 4:35 pm  Ezechiel 43:5  In the inner chamber the GLORY of the

LORD filled the temple (at the Eastern gate God's going to invade His temple- in the secret place with the

GLORY MIRACULOUS!!  Healing REVIVAL!!)  A wind blew in and the word of the LORD came. A fresh

igniting was coming along the 1-95 highway corridor from Maine to Miami. Isaiah 9:4-7 All those who

heard the knock, invitation to open the door (of intimacy) , and were hungry for the new glory revival

would encounter it!! THE GLORY RESURRECTION POWER!! THE GLORY RESURRECTION  LIFE!!  hungry

people and hungry churches would be filled!! EAST COAST GLORY FLAME & EXPLOSION!!!   Daniel 7



river of FIRE..HEALING RIVER..GET READY JACKSONVILLE, DAYTONA, MELBOURNE, VERO BEACH, BOCA

RATON, MIAMI  FLORIDAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ANOTHER OUTPOURING IN FLORIDA!!!

 and all major cities along the I-95 corridor..STEVE SWANSON - VISION and WORD -  - KINGDOM

FOUNDATION CONF - WPB , FL May 16, 2015

 

"The Lord grabbed Mexico and pulled off ALL of North America off the map and was holding it in His

hand. He took Florida and He dipped it 3 times in this vat of oil. He held it up, dripping with oil, and

the Lord said, "That is the wick" and when He said that is the wick, Florida began to glow all along the

coastline, all up the Gulf, all up the east side, all up the eastern seaboard with embers of fire. Then a

wind blew on the embers and the whole east coast was ablaze with the fire of GOD!!’  

7-21-16

Chuck Pierce: I say to you that I am going to pull the covers off of some things. I brought you here

tonight because there are things covered all around you and that coverings are going to start coming off.

You want to watch for the coverings. I said last night I’m here in Georgia because there is going to be a

mess in Florida tomorrow and it is going to try to go all the way into Georgia and I said, it has to be

stopped. It started happening today.

Right now you have to understand the covering is coming off of some things that the covering needs to

come off of. Things that have been covered over, even ways of restoration in this area, the Lord says I’m

going to give My Kingdom people ways to restore and establish places and I’m going to start prying it out

of the hand of control, so that I can transfer it into My Kingdom plan.

8-03, Anchorage, AK

Dutch Sheets: Just receive this as well: I see another level of intercession coming. This is so much

stronger that it’s going to feel new. It is a level of prophetic intercession that is going to go to another

complete level in this state. An ability to discern. An ability to…the Lord says, you will not any longer

have to wonder what the stronghold is. You will see it and identify it clearly and easily. I will show you

what it is. I will show you clearly what it is. I will open the gates and allow you to see. And you will see

things restored to the way they are supposed to be, and the gates will be realigned, and what was an

access point for evil, the Lord says, will become an access or entry point for good. Because I am going to

shift or realign them and I will do it as you declare for me that which I show you and that which used to

take so long, and you had to labor so long, will happen so quickly and easily because of this prophetic

anointing that I am bringing. Because you will see so clearly what needs to happen, and I will use you as

my instruments of alignment and realignment. And I will do the new thing, says the Lord; but I will do

the new thing through you!

And so, Lord, we call forth onto this state of Alaska, a new prophetic mantle to see in the spirit, the

strongholds of the enemy, on a personal level, on corporate levels. And Lord, access of that which is

coming into America, and that which, Lord, the enemy would try to bring and work his works in the

United States of America. I see that, Lord, from here, you are going to launch long range missiles into the

Lower 48, and after they have done it here, there’re going to shoot ‘em down to the rest of us. And they

are going to break strongholds in Washington DC, and in Miami, Florida, and New Orleans, and down



into Texas, and California, because you allow me to snap it in here. You have snapped them in there, the

Lord says.

6-14

Chuck Pierce: That snake can become your covenant root but you are up against a structure.  Every state
had thrones of iniquity.  I could see the Freedom Outposts.  The movement would have to come through
these centers and move together.  Florida was dependent upon coming together in unity. in the Midst of
that there were lots of things but not enough to take out the center ruler.  If you start moving from today
you have the ability to stop or to create a movement on the highway over America.  Eventually we have
to meet together in Tallahassee for a huge worship gathering.  If you start worshipping all up and down
and all around this coast and speak from this hub and meet there in worship this thing is going to shrink
and be gone.  This is your now remember your influence - remember your promise in your own
life....Acts 9 Annaias had been bed ridden 28 years and every person got saved.....one testimony started
the glory move. This is a time of great change and great advancement.

4-15
Chuck Pierce: Ohio was like a fulcrum on a see-saw between Florida and California....

2-20-10
Chuck Pierce: FL and your apostolic leadership here, you are now coming up out of a pit and you will

receive the mantle. You will receive the mantle. You will receive the mantle to bring fire on the water. For

you have the river, but now this river, you will bring the fire on the river. I say from Florida, people will

not only come to drink but they will come to be burned away from their last captivity, saith the Lord.

There's a new sanctification movement coming out of Florida. There's a new sanctification movement

coming out of Florida. There's a fire movement coming out of Florida, but it will be filled with laughter, it

will be filled with rolling, it will be filled with swimming, but the snakes from the past movement will be

burned up!

I've come tonight to announce that the heavens over Florida are now realigned. This is a hard concept

for people, and it's the most important concept we have tonight. When the heavens realigned, God set

the next level of promise from heaven to earth. Earth couldn't move forward until the heavens realigned

with the earth realm. There was a divine realignment, and the promises that were held up got activated.

What has been, already is being activated. See the ladder for your coming out of the pit from the last

season. But the heavens are opening for the next season. The pit season is ending, the heaven

interaction is coming, all of this nation will know that the atmospheres over Florida are unusual. Hear me

Miami, you are in a war as of tonight over the heavenly interaction. For no longer can you remain neutral

in a supernatural dimension and the world will see the supernatural interaction from Miami throughout

the world. And darkness is prevailing. Tonight God's realigning from heaven to earth here a confrontation

from city to city to city to city to city throughout this entire state. This state will be like none other.

Moves of God will break out along the rivers. Moves of God will break out, but the cities are contending.

I say to Lakeland, you are now a refuge place, so that you will have gatherings of intervention and

mediation of spiritual forces where you are mediating and legislating from Lakeland south and north of



how this region and this state will experience My glory. I say to you tonight, see your ladder, the pit has

ended, the heavens have come back open.

Out of Florida the Great Depression moved in. It was very similar to what we've seen going on in the past

since 1998. Tonight that form of financial abuse that has held captive Kingdom plan and has stopped

God's people from prospering in new ways, and that has always come in and had roots year after year,

even in the move of God - now hear what I'm saying to you because in the move of God Mammon comes

in to create confusion. The Lord says That is forbidden this season. The Lord says tonight How Mammon

has interjected himself into the move of God that He has planned from this state - it is bound.

My hand is coming on Florida. Now hear what I'm saying to you. It's not just His eye is here, His hand is

being extended down into Florida. And I say I will rework entire plans that the enemy has worked. I will

begin to mend what has been broken. I will begin to touch you in the night and even portions of your

body that were numb will come alive. I say, the place and the time is now. What you couldn't see - look

again. Now you will see it.

Fear not the rising of the rivers, for in this it is causing water that receded to come back and to pour out.

That water must now run out and into the sea. But then the rains that I bring and the fire that comes, it

will be heard that no longer is Florida known for its swamp land, but now it is known for the purity of the

water in its midst. Look again. Look again.

I say there's a marching of the waters that are rising in Florida. There will be a convergence of the

streams, and in Florida the entire move of God will become a new wineskin says the Lord.

Lord, we unlock the waters and we say let them rise. We unlock the fire on the altar and say let it burn.

We say now the water and the fire covers Florida!

2-12-10

Chuck Pierce: The Lord says I am going to deliver my prophetic people supernaturally over the next 6

weeks.  Florida is coming into an awakening to see.  Every time any of us come to Florida we will see new

and fresh.  I am leaving new oil here that is called the Seer Anointing.  Now you will prophesy from a new

anointing.  We will see the desire of you upon our enemies in our land.  We will see the desire of you

over what we have seen in previous seasons.  We say the signs that you are bringing into our lives in this

season and let us see beyond where we have ever gone before.

1-20-18

Chuck Pierce:  There's a Remnant Rising Worldwide; from Maine to Alaska; Florida to California;

Brownsville, Texas; all the way to the Dakotas.

11-5-17

Keith Pierce:  Florida shift so the snakes will flee your territory!



7-2-17

Chuck Pierce: Wow!  Wow!  Father we just ask You move across this land again.  I want to pray for 2

States.  You see in the history of Revival there’s 2 States that you usually hear about Florida, California.

Father we ask You to fall on those 2 States in Jesus’ Name.  The mix of those States the population of

those States, the cultures of those States fall on them and Revive them again.  Raven; come pray and ask

the Lord to fall on another generation for Revival.

1-1-17

Chuck Pierce to Florida: I say to Florida; get ready for you must secure a Glory Road throughout that

State or else what would come through will form a Government in Atlanta.

10-8-16

Chuck Pierce: The waters will part, and you’ll begin to see a breakthrough like never before.  We say;

there will be a revival in the Jews in Florida.

5-22-14

Chuck Pierce: So I say to you to the East Coast to New Jersey, to New York to North Carolina, to South

Carolina, to Georgia I say to Delaware, I say to those places on the East Coast Florida get ready for

gates have been shut in Heaven above you will now begin to open and there will be a new alignment

that comes down.  So I say get ready for the Gates of Heaven and the Gates of Earth will not begin to

align on the East Coast of America!

6-14-20

Woman: I heard HS say he’s releasing new sounds - sounds of revelation. Then I saw huge great drops of

rain - so big, like a mile wide. The angels were guiding them to certain places in the US.  I saw one land in

New Orleans, Chicago, Detroit, Florida, Las Vegas, Los Angeles.  I saw them landing in different

continents and islands. HS spoke saying this is in response to the dance. Dance brings joy.  And joy brings

healing.  Then as the raindrops splatted on the ground, and there were ripples that went across the land,

the land rippled with the presence of God. He said I am healing the land with the dance, with joy.  So

let's jiggle when we are at work. Let’s have a little step. Let’s get happy - because God wants to do

something powerful.



3-26-20

Chuck Pierce: I say to Florida, I will sweep up and down your coasts, up and down your coasts.  I will

shake that peninsula in a way that no other part of America has been shaken.  You will say, ‘Will we burn

up?’  I will say no, you won’t burn up but I am setting a fire amongst you.

11-21-19

Chuck Pierce: Twenty-one States were in covenant, 2 states were hanging in the balance

---Florida and California. Other states would have to be plowed and pioneered for them to come

into a covenant- root relationship with Him. Now, this year, I have gone to Florida nine times.

That’s almost as many times as I have been at home! And the remnant throughout Florida, now,

is rising up and gathering. I think that’s why you saw hurricanes headed towards it, and, all of a

sudden, they turned. Because, I have watched Florida respond all the way from South to North.

And so, I can honestly say, this year Florida is shifting.




